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PREFACE
In June 2017, the FST project conducted an opinion survey of Ukrainian attitudes towards pension
issues and the pension reform. The purposes of the survey were to understand what the public
knows about the pension system of Ukraine (contributions, years of eligibility service, benefits, etc.),
about attitudes towards pension policy in general, and about attitudes toward retirement and
retirement savings. The survey also contains information on the levels of trust Ukrainians express
toward government and financial institutions.

This public opinion survey will also serve as a (1) baseline data set to measure changes in public
awareness, perceptions, and attitudes regarding the pension system and retirement generally, and
(2) input to the conceptualization of public service announcements (PSAs) regarding retirement. The
intention is to repeat the public opinion survey in two years to measure changes in public opinion on
pension policy and retirement benefits in the light of measures implemented by the Government of
Ukraine.
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1.

Introduction

In Ukraine, pension benefits from the pay-as-you-go (PAYG) mandatory state pension insurance
system are the main source of retirement income. The key issues about retirement and the pension
system of Ukraine include low pension benefits (replacement rates1), high cost to the state, poor
demographics and dependency ratios, and a lack of private savings for retirement. There is also a
‘legacy” component, meaning that a large part of the population continues to believe that the state
is mainly responsible for maintaining a decent standard of living in retirement. Average pensions for
Ukrainians are among the lowest in Europe, while the average net pension replacement rate was
around 50%2 of the net average wage in 2017. Moreover, Ukraine faces a demographic time bomb,
as its population ages and its younger workers emigrate.
Dwindling fertility rates and the growing life expectancy of pensioners substantially worsened the
dependency ratio in the PAYG system (the ratio of the number of pensioners to the number of
contributors) over the last two decades. If fertility, life expectancy, and migration levels remain
unchanged, Ukraine’s population will plummet to 32 million by 2050, while the percentage of people
older than 60 years will go up by 50 percent3. The dependency ratio grew from 0.6 to 0.95 over the
last 25 years. The situation is exacerbated by the dwindling number of employable individuals on the
labor market. The growing number of people (especially young) either have no job or work without a
formal contract. Precarious, unstable, informal and, therefore, insecure employment is growing.
According to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, more than 4 million people, or one in every four
workers, have informal jobs in the shadow economy. Ukrainians routinely seek temporary or
permanent employment abroad. According to the IOM, 41 percent of Ukrainian migrant workers
have a secondary or vocational education, and 36 percent have a higher education4.
There are 26 million working age persons from 18 to 60 years old in Ukraine. As of July 1, 2017,
there were 11.7 million pensioners. Social insurance contributions are paid on an ongoing basis only
for 12.0 million people (including 1.5 million whose contributions are paid by the state) out of more
than 16.3 million employed.
The PAYG system is unable to fund current benefit payments with current contributions. In 2016,
transfers from the state budget to the Pension Fund of Ukraine, including transfers to make up for
the deficit of funds for benefit payments, totaled UAH 143 billion, which is equivalent to 6.0 percent
of the GDP. The January 2016 change in the unified social contribution, from about a 40%salary
contribution from employees and employers to 22% for employers only was the major contributor
to the increase in state budget transfers to the Pension Fund of Ukraine. This policy change also
exacerbated the issue of financial instability of the Pension Fund of Ukraine.
Ukraine has a private (non-state pension, or NPF) system but it has few participants and a very small
overall impact on savings or salary replacement rates in retirement. In the 3rd quarter of 2017, 64
NPFs were registered in the State Register of Financial Institutions which had 840,100 participants
or about 5.4% of the total number employed. The total accumulated assets in Ukrainian NPFs
amounted to $88 mln USD by the end of the 3rd quarter of 2017 (₴2.327 billion) or ₴2,770 hryvnia
per participant, or just about $100. NPFs charge very high fees, averaging 4.9% of pension assets
under management, and public confidence in them is low. There has also been talk for 15 years of
creating a mandatory accumulation system (Pillar 2), where contributions would be invested in
market financial instruments, as part of Ukraine’s pension system. In 2017, this idea was being
promoted by the financial industry, and a draft bill No. 6677 was introduced in the Rada to begin
such a system almost immediately.

The ratio of an individual’s (or a given population’s) (average) pension in a given time period and the (average) income
in a given time period. The net replacement rate is defined as the individual net pension entitlement divided by net preretirement earnings, taking account of personal income taxes and social security contributions paid by workers and
pensioners (in Ukraine: 19.5% and 0% respectively).
2 Pension Fund of Ukraine data.
3
Migration in Ukraine: Facts and Figures, page 7, 2016, International Organization for Migration (IOM). Mission in
Ukraine: http://iom.org.ua/sites/default/files/ff_ukr_21_10_press.pdf
4 Migration in Ukraine: Facts and Figures, page 13, 2016, International Organization for Migration (IOM). Mission in
Ukraine: http://iom.org.ua/sites/default/files/ff_ukr_21_10_press.pdf
1
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The aim of this public opinion survey was to obtain data on the attitudes of citizens toward Ukraine’s
pension system and savings, pension reform, retirement, and levels of trust toward key partipants in
the pension and related financial system. The goals of the survey wereto evaluate public attitudes
toward key issues in retirement and pension reform and toattitudes toward retirement savings and
planning.The survey was conducted acroos Ukraine, and encompassed 2,000 respondents. A
description of the survey methodology is provided in Annex 1.
The overall portrait that emerges from this survey about the knowledge, attitudes and behavior of
the average Ukrainian is troubling. The results show that most Ukrainians:







Believe that the state is mainly responsible for providing a decent living in retirement
Do not believe that they will have adequate income in retirement
Are adamantly opposed to increasing the retirement age
Do not know a great deal about pension system specifics, including information about
average pension benefits, contributions, or voluntary or mandatory savings programs (Pillars
2 and 3)
Cannot (lack of income, resources) or do not save for retirement
Do not have much confidence in pension system institutions or in related financial institutions

2.

Key Survey Findings
Awareness of the Pension System

Most respondents are aware of the requirements to retire,
and are generally aware of the amounts of pension benefits.
Overall, 74 percent of respondents stated the correct legal
retirement age of 60 years for men. About 54 percent of male
respondents and 51 percent of female respondents
mentioned the 60-year retirement age set for women (from
2021).
Awareness of the Pension System

74%
are aware of the
statutory retirement
age for men

70%
were unable to specify
the required
contribution period

22%
are approximately
aware of the minimum
pension benefit
amount

20%
are approximately
aware of the
maximum pension
benefit amount

50%
are hardly aware of
Pillar 2 of the pension
system

53%
are hardly aware of
Pillar 3 of the pension
system

The law establishes a retirement age of 60
years for both men and women (in 2017, the
retirement age for women was 58 years), and
requires 35 years of contributory service for
men and 30 years of contributory service for
women to be eligible for the minimum old-age
pension.

Seventy (70) percent of respondents were unable to specify the
required years of contributory employment. About 32 percent
stated that one needed 25 years of contributory service as a
condition of the eligibility for the old-age pension. 20 percent
said 30 years of contributory service were necessary, and
19 percent were unable to answer this question.
At the time of the survey, the minimum amount of the old-age
pension benefit ranged from UAH 1,300 to UAH 1,312.5 This
figure was mentioned by about 22 percent of respondents.
About 20 percent of respondents said that the maximum
pension benefit amounted to UAH 10,000, which is close to the
actual maximum old-age pension amount of UAH 10,740 (as of
2017).
The average pension benefit, according to respondents,
amounted to UAH 2,999. The actual value averaged UAH 1,832
as at April 1, 20176. Only 5 percent of respondents were close
to the actual value of an average pension in 2017 (they
suggested UAH 1,800 vs. UAH 1,887).

About half of respondents had never heard of the
mandatory accumulation savings system (Pillar 2). Only 6.3 percent of respondents claimed to
be aware of it, and 37 percent claimed some awareness. Merely 6 percent of respondents
5 Minimum
6

pension benefit
According to the Pension Fund of Ukraine
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considered themselves to be well aware of Pillar 3 (voluntary non-state pension provision system),
while 34 percent of respondents were somewhat aware of it. Most respondents (53 percent) hardly
know anything about Pillar 3 of the pension system.
Attitude of Respondents to the Pension System
Respondents were negative about any
proposed increase in the retirement age.
71%
41%
Overall, 71 percent of respondents would Attitude
never agree to an increase in the retirement towards the
would never agree
believe that everybody
age. A small percentage—11 percent—of Pension Policy
to an increase in the
should be entitled to
respondents would support an increase in the
retirement age.
pensions regardless
retirement age subject to an
of contributions paid
increase in the pension benefit. Most
respondents were not supportive of restricting
45%
11%
68%
pension benefits paid to working pensioners.
Sixty-eight (68) percent of respondents
support an
believe that pension
consider a system
believe that working pensioners should be would
increase in the
benefits should be
where the pension
paid pension benefits under the same retirement age subject
paid to working
benefit amount
pensioners without
depends on
conditions as non-working pensioners. The to the increase in the
benefit value.
any restrictions
contributions paid to
majority of respondents from all age
be fair
categories share this opinion. A majority of
respondents (68 percent) support (fully support or rather support) granting early pensions to some
occupations.
A pension system based on receiving benefits in relation to the amount of contributions was deemed
to be fair by 45 percent of respondents. 41 percent believe that pension benefits should be paid to
everyone regardless of their payment contributions.
Perceptions and Expectations of
Respondents from the Pension and Social Security Systems

37%
consider a pension of
UAH 5000 to
UAH 10000 to be
adequate for
themselves

77%
consider the public
pension benefit to be
the major source of
income in retirement

68%

67%

believe that they will
not have an income
sufficient to maintain a
decent quality of life in
retirement

believe that it is up
to the state to
ensure the decent
quality of life in their
old-age

21%

14%

believe that the issue
of the deficit of the
Pension Fund of
Ukraine could be
solved by increasing
the unified social
contribution for
employers

Perceptions and
Expectations of
Respondents
from the
Pension and
Social Security
Systems

42%

support the
introduction of the
unified social
contribution for
employees

Overall, about 37 percent
of respondents consider a
pension of UAH 5,000 to
UAH 10,000 per month to
be adequate. A mere
0.3 percent consider a
pension
under
UAH 2,000/month to be
adequate,
while
3.2 percent
consider
pensions of UAH 2,001 to
UAH 3,000 to be adequate.

consider the
Government of
Ukraine to be
responsible for the
implementation of the
pension reform

Most Ukrainians have low
expectations about their
income
in
retirement:
68 percent of respondents
believe that they will not
have an income sufficient
to maintain a decent quality of life in retirement. Only 19 percent of respondents think they will have
sufficient income in retirement.
The overwhelming majority of respondents (67 percent) believe that it is up to the state to provide
for a decent quality of life in retirement. Such attitudes dominate mainly in the North (73 percent) and
Center (72 percent) regions, among the less well-off (84 percent),and among retired persons
(82 percent), and those nearing retirement age (75 percent).
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Overall, about 77 percent of respondents consider the state-provided pension to be the major source
of retirement income. Other sources of retirement income include: salary from working (25%);
savings (24 percent); subsidiary farming (23%); and children (22 percent). Reliance on the state as
the main source of retirement income is consistent across age groups: almost 81 percent of
respondents in the 50–59 year age group, about 74 percent in the 40–49 year age group, and
72 percent in the 18–29 year age group.
Respondents were divided on how to solve the problem of the deficit of the Pension Fund of Ukraine
for the payment of pension benefits. 21 percent of all respondents favored increasing the contribution
rate by employers. Seventeen (17) percent of respondents favored a reduction in public expenses
in other areas (education, healthcare, etc.), while 14 percent supported the idea of unified social
contributions by employees. Only 4 percent of respondents suggested an increase in the retirement
age as a way to overcome a deficit of the Pension Fund of Ukraine.
Behavioral Aspects
Half
of
respondents
(47 percent)
who
are
currently not retired have
thought about their income
in retirement. However,
only about 22 percent of
younger
respondents
(aged 18–29 years) have
given any consideration to
saving for retirement or
pensions. Understandably,
the closer a respondent is
to the retirement, the more
he/she worries about future
pension benefits.

Behavioral Aspects

47%
those who do not
receive pension
benefits had thought
about their future
pensions, and they
were worried about it

59%
pensioners thought
about their future
pensions while in
employment

43%
believe that the state
guarantee of benefits
would be the best
guarantee for their
deposits

33%
those, who do not
receive pension
benefits yet, are
mostly going to bring
up grandchildren

78%

57%

believe that the state
benefits must account
for the major share of
their retirement
income

are not prepared
to save for a
pension

56%

54%

those, who receive
their pension benefits,
consider working at
their summer houses
and kitchen gardens a
priority

are not willing to
participate in nonstate pension funds

Fifty-nine (59) percent of
respondents
who
are
pensioners
reported
thinking about their future
pensions while employed. The major reasons given for not thinking about pensions were that
retirement was a distant event (49 percent of respondents) and that they would not be able to
influence the outcome (39 percent).
Pension benefits are considered inadequate for the purchase of necessary goods and services by
42 percent of respondents, but only a minor percentage of them are prepared to save for old age.
Most respondents (57 percent) stated that they were unable to save for retirement, including
62 percent of women and 52 percent of men. Almost half of respondents (48 percent) do nothing to
ensure a decent quality of life in retirement. Only 24 percent of respondents report having savings.
Keeping cash in hryvnia is the most popular way of saving (80 percent of respondents) while
saving cash in foreign currency ranks second (71 percent of respondents). At the same time,
39% of respondents consider keeping cash in foreign currency as the most attractive way of saving,
while hryvnia savings rank second in terms of attractiveness (32 percent of respondents).
Future retirees say that they plan to bring up grandchildren (about 33 percent), work at their summer
houses and kitchen gardens (30 percent of respondents), engage in their favorite occupations or
hobbies (27 percent), travel (25 percent), and/or keep working after reaching the retirement age (22
percent). However, in actual practice, 56 percent of retired respondents tend to work at the summer
house or kitchen garden; 44 percent bring up their grandchildren; 23 percent engage in their favorite
occupations or hobbies; and 18 percent remain in employment.
Generally, respondents are skeptical about non-state pension funds as a method of pension
saving. More than half (54 percent of all respondents) do not wish to be a member of such a fund.
Only 8 percent of respondents (including 11 percent of respondents aged 30–39 years) would agree
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to pay contributions to non-state pension funds, subject to being provided a tax preference on
contributions. At the same time, 18 percent of respondents would agree to membership in non-state
pension funds if their employers were to make contributions to their benefit.
Employment and Labor Remuneration
The survey confirmed that a major
percentage of Ukraine’s labor market is still
unofficial.
Only 67 percent of respondents reported that
their entire salaries were paid in accordance
with the current legislation, with the accrual
and payment of the unified social contribution.
Fifteen (15) percent of respondents receive a
portion of their labor remuneration officially
and another portion “under the table,” while
another 15 percent are paid in cash.

Employment
and Labor
Remuneration

15%
receive their entire

67%
confirmed that their
salaries and wages
were paid in
accordance with the
current legislation

64%
believe that the USC

15%
receive one part of
their salaries and
wages officially, and
the other part is paid
illegally “under the
table

36%
consider it both

Sixty-nine
(69) percent
of
employee salaries and wages in
should only be paid by
possible and
the employer
appropriate that USC
respondents believe that the employer pays cash “under the table”
the basis of verbal
contributions be paid
pension insurance contributions on their on
arrangements
by employees as well
behalf, while 20 percent are unaware whether
any such payments are made. The majority (64 percent) of employees believe that only employers
should pay the mandatory state pension insurance contributions. Thirty-six (36) percent of
respondents considered it both possible and appropriate that such contributions be paid by
employees as well.
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3.

Ukrainian Public Opinion and Pensions

3.1. Awareness of the Pension System
3.1.1. Retirement Age Awareness
Respondents were asked about the statutory retirement age.
Seventy-four (74) percent of respondents stated correctly
that the retirement age for men was 60 years. 52.2 percent
also correctly cited the retirement age for women. However,
26 percent of respondents were unable to specify the
statutory retirement age for women, and 23 percent of respondents were unable to specify the
statutory retirement age for men.
Article 26 of the Law of Ukraine “On Statutory
State Pension Insurance”7 sets the retirement
age for both men and women at 60 years
(starting from 2021 in the case of women).

A majority of respondents believe that the retirement age should be lower than prescribed by law.
55.5 percent of respondents stated that men should retire at 60 years old, while 69.3 percent believe
that the women should retire at 55 years old.
3.1.2. Awareness of the Length of Contributory Service to Qualify for the Old-Age
Pension
The law requires 35 years of contributory
service for men and 30 years of contributory
service for women to be eligible for the
minimum old-age pension. The minimum
qualifying contributory service for the old-age
pension is 15 years.

32%
believe that 25
years of
contributory service
are needed to
qualify for the oldage pension

20%
believe that 30
years of
contributory
service are needed
to qualify for the
old-age pension

32% of respondents believe that 25 years of contributory
service are needed to qualify for the old-age pension.
20 percent of respondents believe that 30 years of
contributory service are needed, and 19 percent of
respondents were unable to answer this question. On
average, respondents stated that the qualifying contributory
service period for the old-age pension should be 26 years.

did not know the required qualifying contribution period for an old-age
pension or had a difficulty answering this question

10%

50 to 59 years old

16%

40 to 49 years old

20%

30 to 39 years old

Awareness of the
Length of
Contributory
Service to Qualify
for an Old-Age
Pension

32%

18 to 29 years old

3.1.3. Awareness of the Amount of Pension Benefits
The minimum amount of the old-age pension
benefit at the time of the survey ranged from
UAH 1,300 to UAH 1,312,8 and was
mentioned
by
about
22 percent
of
respondents. 20 percent of respondents,
including about 23 percent of respondents
with higher education, stated the maximum
pension
benefit
was
set
at
UAH 10,000/month, which is close to the
actual maximum old-age pension benefit
amount of UAH 10,740.

7

Awareness of the Amount of Pension Benefits

22%
are approximately
aware of the minimum
old-age pension
benefit amount

http://zakon1.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1058-15/paran463#n463
pension benefit

8 Minimum
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20%
are approximately
aware of the
maximum old-age
pension benefit
amount

6%
are approximately
aware of the average
old-age pension
benefit amount

The average pension benefit, according to respondents, was UAH 2,999, while the actual value
averaged UAH 1,832 as at April 1, 20179. Only about 6 percent of respondents specified an average
pension amount close to the actual average pension of UAH 1,800 to 1,900.
3.1.4. Awareness of the Mandatory Retirement Savings System (Pillar II of the Pension
System)
More than half of respondents are unaware of a proposed Pillar 2 of the pension system (including
48 percent of male respondents and 52 percent of female respondents). 37 percent of respondents
have a general idea of the concept, but only 6.3 percent of respondents claimed full awareness of
this proposal. Respondents from the 50–59 year age group are the most knowledgeable about the
mandatory retirement savings system (9.2 percent well aware of this system, 44 percent have heard
something about the system). Only 3 percent of respondents in the 18–29 year age group are well
aware of the system.
Diagram 1. Awareness of Respondents about Pillar 2 of the Pension System
(percentage of all respondents)

7% 6%

37%
50%



I know it well



Slightly aware, heard something



I hardly know anything



Difficult to answer

Question: Are you aware of the implementation of Pillar 2 of the pension system—mandatory state fully
funded pension insurance system?

3.1.5. Awareness of the Voluntary Non-state Pension Provision System (Pillar 3 of the
Pension System)
About 6 percent of respondents considered themselves to be well aware of the operation of Pillar 3
(voluntary non-state pensions) and 34 percent were slightly aware. The majority (53 percent) were
generally unaware of this system.
Diagram 2. Awareness of Respondents about Pillar 3 of the Pension System (percentage of all respondents)
(percentage of all respondents)

7% 6%

34%
53%



I know it well



Slightly aware, heard something



I hardly know anything



Difficult to answer

Question: Are you aware of Pillar 3 of the pension system—non-state voluntary pension provision system?

9

According to the Pension Fund of Ukraine
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This lack of awareness of the private retirement system was consistent across survey respondents.
Fifty-nine (59) percent of respondents from the age group of 18–29 years, 57 percent of rural
respondents, 64 percent of respondents from cities (with the population from 50,000 to 100,00),
were essentially unaware of Pillar 3 of the pension system. Respondents from the West, people with
the higher education, and better-off respondents demonstrated a comparatively higher level of
awareness of Pillar 3 of the pension system.
3.2. Attitude of Respondents Toward Pension Policy
3.2.1. Satisfaction with the Pension Policy
The survey confirmed that respondents have generally negative views about most aspects of the
pension system. 60 percent of respondents are either very dissatisfied or rather dissatisfied
by pension policy as a whole. Of the respondents, only 31 percent said they were somewhat
satisfied or rather satisfied.
Diagram 3. Satisfaction by the Pension Policy as a Whole (percentage of all respondents)
Absolutely satisfied

0.4%

Rather satisfied

6%

Somewhat satisfied

25%

Rather dissatisfied

28%

Very dissatisfied

32%

Unable to respond

9%

Question: How much are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the pension policy as a whole?

Not surprisingly, forty-two (42) percent of respondents from the 60–69 year age group and
40 percent from the 50–59 year age group stated they were very dissatisfied.
3.2.2. Attitude Towards Specific Aspects of the Pension System
Respondents are mostly dissatisfied with the amount of pension benefits. Approximately 62 percent
of respondents consider pensions inadequate for buying necessary goods and services.
Diagram 4. Satisfaction with the Pension System as a Whole and Its Specific Aspects (percentage of all
respondents)
The amount of the unified social contribution paid only by the employer at
the rate of 22 percent of wages

20

28
23

Pension benefits’ dependence on the paid insurance contributions
Procedure and duration of the pension benefit processing, granting, and
recalculation

19

35
24

Correspondence of pension size to the amount of pensionable salary

13

Pension modernization

34

41
40

20

Retirement age (60 years)

16

Financial sustainability of the Pension Fund of Ukraine

12

Adequacy of current pension for necessary goods and services

6

Retirement provision in general

51
48
62
60

 Dissatisfied  Satisfied
Question: Please estimate your approval level of the current government policy in each of these areas
Note: The “Satisfied” category includes those, who are completely or rather satisfied with the aspect in question; the
“Unsatisfied” category includes those, who are completely or rather dissatisfied. The rest of respondents opted for a
neutral stance or were undecided.
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Other complaints include: 51 percent of respondents are dissatisfied with the retirement age
(60 years); 48 percent of respondents are concerned with the financial sustainability of the Pension
Fund of Ukraine; and about 40 percent of respondents are negative toward the current pension
modernization processes (i.e., the irregular pension increases).
3.2.2.1. Attitudes Toward a System Where Pension Benefits
Depend on Contributions Paid
Respondents are divided regarding the fairness of a pension system in which the benefit amount
depends on the amount of paid contributions. About 45 percent considered such a system to be fair,
while about 41 percent stated that everyone should receive a pension regardless of the contributions
they paid to the Pension Fund of Ukraine.
Diagram 5. Satisfaction with a System Where the Pension Level Depends on Contributions Paid to the
Pension Fund of Ukraine (percentage of all respondents)

41%

45%



Yes



Everyone should get pension benefits
regardless of contributions paid by them



I don’t care

15%
Question: Do you consider fair a system where the amount of pension depends on contributions paid into
the Pension Fund within a certain period set by law?
Diagram 6. Assessment of Fairness of a System Where the Amount of Pension Depends on Contributions
Paid (percentage of respondents in the relevant group)
Kyiv
South
North
West
Center
East
Over 70 years
60 to 69 years old
50 to 59 years old
40 to 49 years old
30 to 39 years old
18 to 29 years old
Total

57

30

41

14

45

14

60

32

39

41
47

9
20

41

33

12

51
44

16
42

45

13

44

47

11

44

47

9

39

45

13

39

40

38

45

16
22

41

15

 Everybody should be entitled to pensions irrespective of contributions paid into the Pension fund
 Dependence of pension benefits on the amount of contributions is fair
 I don’t care
Question: Do you consider fair a system where the amount of pension depends on contributions paid into
the Pension Fund within a certain period set by law?
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3.2.2.2. Attitude Towards Paying Pension Benefits
to Working Pensioners
A special procedure of the payment of
pensions to working pensioners was in place
at the time of the survey: working pensioners
were paid 85 percent of their determined
pension amount (except for some categories).

According to the survey, 68 percent of respondents do not
support restricting the payment of pension benefits to
working pensioners. This opinion is shared by 69 percent of
male respondents and 67 percent of female respondents,
and 57 percent of rural respondents.

3.2.2.3. Attitude Towards Raising the Retirement Age
With regard to an increase in the retirement age, 82.4 percent of respondents hold a negative attitude
and do not support it in any case. Only about 3 percent of respondents support a gradual increase
in the retirement age for men only to 63–65 years, while a meager 1 percent support an increase in
the retirement age for women only to 63–65 years. About 8 percent of respondents were in favor of
a gradual increase of the retirement age to 63–65 years old during 3 to 5 years for both sexes.
Diagram 7. Attitude towards Raising the Retirement Age (percentage of all respondents)

6.3%

2.8%
1.0%



I support a gradual increase of the
retirement age only for men to 63-65
years



I support a gradual increase in the
retirement age over 3 to 5 years for both
sexes to 63-65 years



I support a gradual increase of the
retirement age only for women to 63-65
years



I do not support any increase in the
retirement age



Difficult to answer

7.5%
82.4%

Question: Do you support raising the retirement age?
Diagram 8. Conditions for Respondents to Support Raising Retirement Age: Regional Distribution
(percentage of respondents in the relevant group who do not support raising retirement age)

If the pension benefit is increased
7

11
14
10
12
10
14

8

If the retirement age is set based on the length of
service

3

10
9
10

6

8
66

I will not support it under any circumsances

68
52

Unable to respond



Total

 West 

North

 East 

71

3

9
10
8
9
8

South

19

 Center  Kyiv

Question: Under which conditions could you support the retirement age increase?
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72
81
80

Attitudes toward raising the retirement age are closely correlated to the level of well-being.
Respondents with the most negative attitudes are among the least well-off—those who have to skimp
on food (88 percent) and those who are short of money for clothing and footwear (90 percent). Only
9 percent of the least well-off respondents would support raising the retirement age if the pensions
were increased, and only 5 percent of them would support it if the pensions were made dependent
on the length of the contributory service.
Almost 76 percent of young respondents aged 18–29 years do not support raising the retirement
age for anyone under any circumstances. About 8 percent of this age cohort are in favor of a gradual
increase in the retirement age for both sexes to 63–65 years over 3–5 years.
3.3. What Respondents Think About Specific Aspects of the Pension System
3.3.1. Adequacy of the Amount of Pension Benefits
36.5 percent of survey respondents consider a pension of UAH 5000 to UAH 10,000 to be adequate
for themselves. Twenty-seven (27) percent of respondents consider a pension of UAH 4000 to
UAH 5000 to be adequate for themselves, while 16 percent expect more than UAH 10,000 to be
adequate. A pension benefit value under UAH 2000 (an amount higher than the average benefit at
the time of the survey) was deemed adequate by only 0.3 percent of respondents.
Diagram 9. Respondents’ Ideas of an Adequate Pension Benefit Level (percentage of all respondents)
I don’t know.

3.4%

Over UAH 10,000

16.1%

UAH 4001–5000

36.5%

UAH 3001–4000

27.0%

UAH 3001–4000

13.4%

UAH 2001–3000
Under UAH 2000

3.2%
0.3%

Question: Which amount of pension would suffice for your at the current price level?

3.3.2. Sufficient Income to Support Decent Quality of Life in Retirement
68 percent of respondents state that they do not think they will have sufficient income in retirement
to maintain a decent quality of life.
Diagram 10. Respondents’ Ideas of the Sufficient Income to Support Decent Quality of Life in Retirement

12%

4%

34%
16%

34%



Yes



Rather yes than no



Rather no than yes



No



Difficult to answer

Question: Do you think you will have sufficient income in the future to ensure fair living at retirement?
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3.3.3. Addressing Deficit of the Pension Fund of Ukraine
In the opinion of respondents, the issue of the deficit in the PAYG system could be solved by
increasing the unified social contribution for employers. This approach was supported by 21 percent
of all respondents, including 22 percent of respondents who are not in receipt of pensions and
18 percent of respondents who receive their pensions. Seventeen (17) percent of respondents
favored a reduction in the public spending for other purposes, while 14 percent supported the idea
of implementing the payment of the unified social contributions by employees. Only 4 percent
mentioned an increase in the retirement age as a measure to address the deficit of the Pension Fund
of Ukraine.
Diagram 11. How to Address the Deficit of Funds for Pension Payments: Regional Distribution and
Pension Recipient Status (percentage of respondents in the relevant group)
Do not receive
pension
benefits

Total

Receive
pension
benefits

Increase the rate of the Universal Social
Contribution (USC) for enterprises (employers)

21

18

22

Reduce state spending on other needs

17

14

18

17

Introduce insurance contributions from salaries of
employees to the Pension Fund

14

14

13

20

8

7

9

Do not pay pensions to employed pensioners
Increase pensionable age

4

Reduce pension benefits

2

6
2

Center West

North

South

19

16

12

18

18

15

14

16

11

11

7

14

6

4

5

5

6

2

5

1

East
28

24

3

Kyiv

21
7

28
4
11

4

2

2

2

4

4

1

0

Question: What, in your opinion, is the best solution to the problem of shortage (deficit) of funds available
for pension payments?

3.3.4. Responsibility for Supporting Decent Quality of Life in Retirement
According to the survey, the overwhelming majority of respondents (67 percent) believe that it is up
to the state to ensure a decent quality of life in retirement. Overall, only 26 percent of respondents
consider themselves to be responsible for the decent quality of life in their old age. Interestingly,
about 48 percent of younger respondents aged 18–29 years said it was their own responsibility.
Diagram 12. Who Should Provide for Decent Life Quality in Old Age (percentage of all respondents)

26%

7%
67%



Primarily I myself



Primarily the state (government)



Difficult to answer

Question: Who do you think should make provisions for the decent quality of your life in the old age to a
greater extent?

There are some gender differences: women less frequently (22 percent) consider themselves
responsible for their own pension benefits than men (30 percent).
Educational level also matters regarding the responsibility for a decent quality of life in old age.
Respondents with an elementary education (86 percent) rely on the state more, compared to
respondents with higher education (63 percent).
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Diagram 13. Who Should Provide for Decent Life Quality in Old Age: Distribution by Education Level
(percentage of respondents in the relevant group)

Tertiary education

63

Non-completed tertiary education

31

57

Undergraduate education

37
68

Completed secondary education

72

Primary school

67

8

21

8

20

8

86

Total

 Myself to a greater extent

6
25

71

Non-completed secondary education

6

7

26

7

7

 State (government) to a greater extent  Difficult to answer

Question: Who do you think should make provisions for the decent quality of your life in the old age to a
greater extent?

3.3.5. Personal Income Sources Relied on Most in Retirement
Overall, 77 percent of respondents consider the state-provided pension to be their major
source of income in retirement. Other sources of income in retirement included: 25 percent, salary;
24 percent, savings; 23 percent, subsidiary farming; and 22 percent, children. 73% of respondents
who do not yet receive pension benefits also believe that the state pension will become the major
source of their income after retirement.
Diagram 14. Personal Income Sources Relied on Most of All in Retirement (average percentage of all
respondents surveyed)
Income from investments

2%

Sale of real estate or other assets

3%

Non-state pension (Tier III)

4%

Renting out real estate

4%

Inheritance

6%

Own business

8%

Interest on deposits

8%

Assistance from children

22%

Subsidiary farming

23%

Savings

24%

Wages

25%

State pension

77%

Question: What sources of your income are you primarily counting on at retirement? (For pensioners, what
sources of income do you have at the moment?)

About 34 percent of young respondents from the 18–29 year age group expect to rely on their
savings after retirement, which is the highest percentage among all age groups. This age cohort is
also the least likely to expect to be supported in old age by their children (19 percent).
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Diagram 15. Sources of Income After Retirement: Pensioners versus Non-pensioners
State pension

73

85

26
22
25
20
18
29

Subsidiary farming
Assistance from children
Wages

12

Savings

5

Interest on deposits
Income from own business

3

Income from renting out real estate

3

Non-state pension

2

Inheritance

2

29

10
10

5
5
7

 Receive pension benefits

 Do not receive pension benefits

Question: What sources of your income are you primarily counting on at retirement? (For pensioners, what
sources of income do you have at the moment?)

3.3.6. Responsibility for the Pension Reform
Respondents have a general sense that “the Government” is responsible for pension reform
implementation. Overall, 42 percent of respondents shared this idea. Twenty-two (22) percent of
respondents vested this responsibility in the President of Ukraine. In addition, 15 percent of
respondents considered the Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine and 12 percent of respondents
considered the Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine to be responsible for this.
Diagram 16. Responsibility for the Pension Reform (percentage of all respondents)
2%
12%

7%

15%
42%
22%



Parliament



President



Government



Prime Minister



Ministry of Social Policy



Someone else

Question: Who, in your opinion, bears the main responsibility for the pension reform implementation in
Ukraine?

3.4. Respondent Behavior Regarding Pensions
3.4.1. Have Respondents Thought about Their Future Pensions?
Almost a half (47 percent) of those who do not yet receive pension benefits confirmed that they had
thought about their future pensions and that they were worried about it. However, only about
22 percent of younger respondents (aged 18–29 years) have given a thought to their future pension
benefits.
Among pensioners, 59 percent of respondents reported that they had thought about their future
pension while in employment.
Among respondents, who do not think or have never thought about pensions, and do not receive
pensions, the major reason reported for this perception is the idea that the pension is still far away
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(49 percent of respondents overall and 69 percent of respondents aged 18–29 years) or that they
would not be able to influence their situation (39 percent overall).
3.4.2. Do Respondents Take Measures To Ensure Decent Quality of Life in Retirement
About half of respondents (49 percent) state that they are not doing anything special to ensure a
decent quality of life in retirement. Eighteen (18) percent of respondents who do not yet receive
pension benefits state that they make sure to receive a high legal salary to ensure a decent quality
of life in retirement. 17 percent of pensioner respondents reported that they received a pension and
worked. Seven (7) percent of respondents in the non-retirement age and 4 percent of pensioner
respondents reported having savings held on deposit accounts with banks. Contributions to nonstate pension funds are paid by only 2 percent of respondents.
Diagram 17. Measures To Ensure Decent Quality of Life in Retirement (percentage of respondents in the
relevant group)
48
49

I do nothing
17
18
17

I receive a high legal salary
I receive pension and work

2
8
7
6
6
4
7

I refuse to answer
My work makes me eligible for a higher pension
I hold a deposit account with a bank
I have a life insurance contract with an insurer
I buy real estate, jewels, securities
I contribute to my own pension account
with a non-state pension fund
I expect/receive pension benefits

 Receive pension benefits

0

3
3
3
3
2
2
2

 Do not receive pension benefits

Question: Please choose from the list what you personally undertake to ensure fair living standards for
yourself at retirement
Diagram 18. Attitude Toward Ensuring Decent Quality of Life in Retirement (percentage of those, who
receive pension benefits)
Total

Men

Women

Age
40-49

60-69

70+

66

55.1

91.5

5.1

7.9

8

7.2

6

3.4

9.6

16.9

14.4

11.5

12.1

11.5

7.7

Has not taken any
measures

58.3

59.1

57.9

69.8

1–5 years before
retirement

8.2

6.7

9.1

6–10 years before
retirement

6.4

5.3

11–20 years before
retirement
Difficult to say

15.3
11.7

50-59

16.3
6.5

17.2
10

31.1
6.1
2.7
1.6

Question: When did you start taking measures in order to ensure fair living at retirement?

Among respondents, who do not receive pension benefits, about 20 percent reported taking
measures at the moment to achieve a decent quality of life at retirement.
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3.4.3. Willingness to Save for the Future Pension
Most respondents (57 percent) stated that they were unable to save for retirement, including
62 percent of female respondents and 52 percent of male respondents.
Diagram 19. What Percentage of Income Can Be Saved (percentage of all respondents)

9.1% 10.1%
3.6%
9.2%

1.4%
0.3%

8.8%

57.4%



I can’t save anything



21-30%



5-9%



10-20%



0-4%



31-40%



41-50%



Difficult to answer

What percentage of your income could you allocate for the future pension savings?

Keeping cash in hryvnia is the most popular way of saving (80 percent of respondents) while saving
in foreign currency ranks second (71 percent of respondents). At the same time, 39% of respondents
consider keeping cash in foreign currency as the most attractive way of saving, while hryvnia savings
rank second in terms of attractiveness (32 percent of respondents).

Availability of Savings
On average, only 24 percent of respondents have savings (27 percent of men and 22 percent
of women). Twenty-two (22) percent of respondents from the 18–29 year age group and 29 percent
of respondents from the 30–39 year age group reported that they had savings. Respondents from
the older age groups reported having few savings

3.4.4. Willingness to Work in Retirement or Be Engaged in Other Interesting Activities
Respondents, who do not yet receive pension benefits, say they are planning to help raise
grandchildren (33 percent), work at their summer houses and kitchen gardens (30 percent), engage
in their favorite occupations or hobbies (27 percent), or travel (25 percent). Only 22 percent say they
are going to keep working after reaching the retirement age. However, 56 percent of actual
pensioners in the survey say they work at the summer house or kitchen garden; 44 percent bring up
their grandchildren; 23 percent engage in their favorite occupations or hobbies, and 18 percent
remain in employment.
Overall, 25 percent of all respondents say they are going to keep working while receiving pension
benefits as long as their health permits.
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Diagram 20. Intentions after Reaching Retirement Age (percentage of respondents in the relevant group)
Summer house, gardening

56

30

Raising grandchildren

33
23

Hobbies
18

Continue working

27

22

8

Travel

44

25

2
0.5
1.2
1
1
0
0
0.5

Survive, get medical treatment
Take a rest
Household chores
I have yet to reach the retirement age

 Receive pension benefits

 Do not receive pension benefits

Question: What do you intend to do (for pensioners—what do you do) after reaching the retirement age?

3.4.5. Willingness to Accumulate Savings in a Non-state Pension Fund
Generally, respondents are skeptical about non-state pension funds as a means for saving
money for retirement. More than half (54 percent) of all respondents would not like to become
participants in such a fund. Only 8 percent of respondents would be interested in making
contributions to non-state pension funds, if they were provided with a tax preference on contributions.
Furthermore, only 18 percent of all respondents would agree to contribute to non-state pension funds
if the employer also made contributions to the benefit of the employee.
Diagram 21. Willingness to Save Money in a Non-state Pension Funds (percentage of respondents in the
relevant group)
All respondents

8

18 to 29 years old

9

23

41

30 to 39 years old

11

20

44

18
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8

22

50 to 59 years old

8

19

60 to 69 years old

7

Over 70 years
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5

Kyiv

6
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21

17
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22

19

45

19

20

61

10

14

64
16

10
7

16

56

12
7

18

74

9

North

18

68

13

West

24

54

6

6

26

52

9

4

20

20

50
18

29
51

18

56

22
20

 No, I would not want it  Yes, I would accept making contributions if I get a tax preference for contributions
 Unable to respond  Yes, if my employer also pays contributions for me
Question: Would you like to become a non-state pension fund member?
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Well-off respondents and younger respondents from the 18–29 year age group are more inclined to
participate in such funds.
3.5. Employment Relations of Respondents
3.5.1. Employer’s Meeting the Requirement to Raise Salaries from January 1, 2017
Article 8 of Law of Ukraine No. 1801 of
December 21, 2017, “On the 2017 State
Budget of Ukraine” set the minimum salary at
a level of UAH 3200 effective from January 1,
2017.

According to the Law of Ukraine “On Labor Remuneration,”
employers were required to increase salaries from
January 1, 2017. However, only 69 percent of the surveyed
employees did actually receive pay increases. Twenty-five
(25) percent of employee respondents reported that the
employer had not increased their salary.

Diagram 22. Did Your Employer Increase Your Salary from January 2017? (percentage of surveyed
employees)

25%

6%
69%



Yes



No



Difficult to answer

Question: Did your employer raise your salary in January 2017 (in connection with a raise in minimum
salary to UAH 3200)?

3.5.2. Method of Salary Payment to Respondents by Employers
According to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, about 26 percent of all employees are employed
informally.10 In the survey, only 67 percent of respondents confirmed that their entire salaries were
paid officially in accordance with the current legislation, with the accrual and payment of the unified
social contribution. Fifteen (15) percent of respondents stated that they receive a portion of their
labor remuneration officially, with another portion paid unofficially in cash “under the table.” Another
15 percent say they are only paid in cash.
Diagram 23. Method of Salary Payment

3%
15%



The entire salary is paid officially



A portion of the salary is paid officially;
another portion is paid in cash



The entire salary is paid in cash



Difficult to answer

15%
67%

Question: How do you receive your salary?

10

http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua
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3.5.3. Unified Social Contribution Payment by Employers
Sixty-nine (69) percent of employee respondents believe that their employer pays pension insurance
contributions. 20% do not know whether payments are made or not.
However, the majority of respondents (64 percent) believe that only employers should pay the
mandatory state pension insurance contributions. Only 36 percent of respondents considered it both
possible and appropriate that such contributions be paid by employees as well.
Diagrams 24 and 25. Does Your Employer Pay Pension Insurance Contributions and Do Employees Have
to Pay Such Contributions (percentage of surveyed employees)

11%
36%

20%
64%

69%

 Yes

 No

 I don’t know

 Yes

Question: Does your employer pay contributions for
mandatory state pension insurance?

 No

Question: Do you think that not only employers but
also employees should pay contributions for
mandatory state pension insurance?
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4.

Annexes

Annex 1. Survey Methodology

The survey11 was based on the following methodology:
 The target audience of the survey included the population of Ukraine aged 18+ (both rural and
urban population);
 Sample size: 2000 interviews;
 Survey method: CAPI interviews in person (computer-aided personal interviews using tablets).
The sample was structured on the basis of the distribution of the adult population by regions and
settlement types according to data of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine as at January 1, 2016.
This distribution as adjusted taking into account the actual population of the territory of Ukraine under
the Government control (percentages of Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts in Ukraine as a whole were
reduced12, and the age, gender, and settlement type distribution of respondents were adjusted
accordingly). Residents of the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone; persons on military service; convicts;
persons in residential care (shelters, healthcare establishments, assisted-care facilities, etc.), and
homeless were excluded from the sample.
The sample formation procedure included the following stages:
1) The sample was stratified by 5 settlement types in 24 oblasts and the city of Kyiv. Settlements
were grouped by size in the following categories: rural area (villages); cities and towns with
the population under 50,000; cities with the population of 50,000 to 100,000; cities with the
population of 100,000 to 500,000; cities with the population over 500,000. In each stratum,
interviews were distributed in proportion to its population (based on the data from the State
Statistics Service).
2) All Ukrainian settlements with the population of more than 100,000 were included in the
sample due to the high population. As regards settlements with fewer than 100,000
inhabitants, their number in each stratum was calculated as one-tenth of the number of
interviews in the stratum—this is the minimum number of interviews per settlement. If
calculation resulted in fewer than 10 interviews per stratum, the interviews were moved to
another group with a larger population in the same oblast.
3) Routes were chosen in each urban district/city/village using a random number generator
(each route had to stay within confines of one electoral district). Each electoral district in
Ukraine is specified by the Central Electoral Commission as a set of precise addresses and
buildings. The number of routes was defined as the total number of interviews in a settlement
divided by 10 because one route cannot have more than 10 interviews.
4) Each interviewer was given instructions with rules guiding the choice of the starting point of
the route and the intervals to be skipped for the building selection.
5) At the last stage of the selection, the interview was held with the person whose date of birth
was the last among all the family members or the person suitable in terms of age and gender
quotas.
The greatest possible error of results of the surveyed sample is 2.2 percent.

11

At the request of the USAID Financial Sector Transformation Project, a public opinion survey on pension reform and
retirement issues (face-to-face interviews) was conducted by the GFK Ukraine Company.
12 Areas of the Donetsk and Luhansk regions defined as controlled and not controlled by the Ukrainian Government in
accordance with Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine Resolution 1276-р of Dec.02, 2015.
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Annex 2. Questionnaire with Answers

RESPONDENTS’ PROFILE
S1.

RESPONDENTS’ SEX:
Male
Female
Total

S2.

46%
54%
100%

RESPONDENTS’ FULL AGE (YEARS)
18 to 29 years
30 to 36 years
37 to 49 years
50 to 59 years
60 to 69 years
70+ years
Total

20%
19%
17%
18%
14%
12%
100%

S3. DO YOU RECEIVE A PENSION
Yes
No
Total

31%
69%
100%
I. RETIREMENT AGE

A1. WHAT YOU THINK IS THE STATUTORY RETIREMENT FOR MEN AND WOMEN IN UKRAINE NOW?
For men
For women
55 years
1%
18%
57 years
0%
3%
58 years
0%
10%
60 years
57%
39%
63 years
3%
0%
65 years
13%
2%
Other age
3%
2%
I don’t know
23%
26%
Total
100%
100%
For 26 percent of male respondents and 25 percent of female respondents, it was difficult to answer the question about
the statutory retirement age in Ukraine
A2. AT WHAT AGE SHOULD MEN AND WOMEN RETIRE IN YOUR OPINION?
Men
50 years
55 years
58 years
60 years
63 years
65 years
Difficult to answer or another age
Total

1%
18%
12%
56%
4%
3%
6%
100%

Women
5%
69%
5%
11%
1%
0%
9%
100%

A3. WHAT SHOULD BE THE LENGTH OF CONTRIBUTORY SERVICE TO QUALIFY FOR THE OLD-AGE
PENSION?
15 years
20 years
25 years
30 years
35 years
40 years
Do not know / difficult to answer
Total

9%
11%
31%
20%
9%
1%
19%
100%
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A4. DO YOU SUPPORT RAISING THE RETIREMENT AGE?
I support a gradual increase in the retirement age only for men to 63-65 years
I support a gradual increase in the retirement age only for women to 63-65 years
I support a gradual increase in the retirement age over 5 to 9 years for both sexes to 63-65 years
Do not support any increase
Difficult to answer
Total
A5.

3%
1%
8%
82%
6%
100%

UNDER WHICH CONDITIONS COULD YOU SUPPORT THE RETIREMENT AGE INCREASE?
In the case of an increase in the pension amount
In the case of setting the retirement age based on the length of service (lower retirement age for
those with longer length of service, and higher retirement age for those with shorter length of
service)
Other
In neither case
Difficult to answer or other
Total

11%
8%
1%
71%
9%
100%

A6.

WHAT DO YOU INTEND TO DO (FOR PENSIONERS—WHAT DO YOU DO) AFTER REACHING THE
RETIREMENT AGE?
More than one answer accepted.
Summerhouse, kitchen garden
38%
Raise grandchildren
36%
Favorite occupation, hobby
26%
Continue employment or entrepreneurial activity
21%
Travel
20%
Other
4%
Difficult to answer
17%

A7.

FOR HOW MANY YEARS ARE YOU PLANNING TO CONTINUE WORKING AFTER HAVING REACHED
THE RETIREMENT AGE?
(keep working for money)
Till the state of health permits
34%
Less than 5 years
4%
From 5 to 10 years
6%
More than 10 years
4%
Till the end of my life
3%
I am not going to work
29%
Difficult to answer
20%
Total
100%

A8.

IF YOU ARE A PENSIONER, FOR HOW MANY YEARS ARE YOU PLANNING TO CONTINUE WORKING?
Single answer.
Till the state of health permits
25%
Less than 5 years
6%
From 5 to 10 years
3%
More than 10 years
3%
Till the end of my life
2%
I am not going to work
57%
Difficult to answer
4%
Total
100%

A9.

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT THE PAYMENT OF PENSION BENEFITS TO WORKING
PENSIONERS?
Single answer.
Working pensioners should not be entitled to a public pension
Working pensioners should be entitled to a public pension in a limited amount
Working pensioners should receive a pension on the very same terms as those who do not work
Difficult to answer
Total
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9%
14%
68%
9%
100%

II. OPINION AND BEHAVIOR REGARDING RETIREMENT AND PENSION SAVINGS
A10.

(FOR THOSE WHO WORK) COULD YOU PLEASE ANSWER WHETHER YOU HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE PENSION?
Single answer.
Yes, and it worries me
47%
Yes, but it does not worry me
17%
No, I haven’t thought about it
32%
Difficult to answer
4%
Total
100%

A11.

(FOR PENSIONERS) COULD YOU PLEASE ANSWER WHETHER YOU THOUGHT ABOUT YOUR
FUTURE PENSION WHILE WORKING?
Single answer.
Yes, and it worried me
59%
Yes, but it did not worry me
17%
No, I did not think about it
19%
Difficult to answer
5%
Total
100%

A12.

(FOR THOSE WHO WORK) WHY DOES THIS ISSUE NOT WORRY YOU?
More than one answer accepted.
My retirement is far ahead
I am sure that I will be able to provide for myself
I will not be able to do anything in this regard
Other
Difficult to answer

49%
13%
39%
1%
8%

(FOR PENSIONERS) WHY DID THIS ISSUE NOT WORRY YOU?
More than one answer accepted.
My retirement was far ahead
I was sure that I would be able to provide for myself
I would not be able to do anything in this regard
Other
Difficult to answer

10%
39%
42%
4%
14%

A13.

A14.

WHAT, IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE CURRENT SIZE OF PENSION BENEFITS IN UKRAINE?
percentage of
Pension benefit size specified, UAH
respondents
1000
12%
1200
18%
1300
20%
1400
6%
Minimum pension
1500
5%
2000
2%
3000
2%
Other amounts
35%
Total
100%
3000
3%
5000
11%
7000
4%
10,000
20%
12,000
3%
Maximum pension
15,000
6%
20,000
6%
25,000
3%
50,000
4%
Other amounts
40%
Total
100%
1500
10%
1800
5%
2000
13%
2500
10%
3000
15%
Average pension
3500
5%
4000
6%
5000
9%
Other amounts
27%
Total
100%
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A15.

WHICH AMOUNT OF PENSION WOULD SUFFICE FOR YOU AT THE CURRENT PRICE LEVEL?
Single answer.
Under UAH 2000
0%
UAH 2001 – 3000
3%
UAH 3001 – 4000
13%
UAH 4001 – 5000
27%
UAH 5001 – 10000
37%
Over UAH 10,000
16%
Difficult to answer
4%
Total
100%

A16.

DO YOU THINK YOU WILL HAVE SUFFICIENT INCOME IN THE FUTURE TO ENSURE FAIR LIVING AT
RETIREMENT? (FOR PENSIONERS—DO YOU HAVE)
Single answer.
Yes
4%
Rather YES than no
16%
Rather NO than yes
34%
No
34%
Difficult to answer
12%
Total
100%

A17.

WHO DO YOU THINK SHOULD MAKE PROVISIONS FOR THE DECENT QUALITY OF YOUR LIFE IN THE
OLD AGE TO A GREATER EXTENT?
Single answer.
Primarily the state (government)
67%
Primarily I myself
26%
Difficult to answer
7%
Total
100%

A18.

WHAT SHARE OF YOUR INCOME COULD YOU ALLOCATE FOR THE FUTURE PENSION SAVINGS?
(FOR PENSIONERS—WHAT SHARE OF YOUR INCOME CAN YOU ALLOCATE)
Single answer.
Can allocate nothing
57%
0-4%
9%
5-9%
9%
10-20%
10%
21-30%
4%
31-50%
2%
Over 50%
0%
Difficult to answer
9%
Total
100%

A19.

(FOR THOSE WHO WORK) WHEN DO YOU PLAN TO TAKE MEASURES IN ORDER TO ENSURE FAIR
LIVING AT RETIREMENT?
Single answer.
Taking right now
20%
In 1–5 years
5%
Later than after 5 years
5%
Later than after 10 years
9%
Later than after 20 years
7%
Later than after 30 years
2%
After I reach the retirement age
6%
Do not plan to take any measures
22%
Difficult to answer
24%
Total
100%

A20.

(FOR PENSIONERS) WHEN DID YOU START TAKING MEASURES IN ORDER TO ENSURE FAIR LIVING
AT RETIREMENT?
Single answer.
Have not taken any measures
58%
1–5 years before retirement
8%
6–10 years before retirement
7%
11–20 years before retirement
15%
Difficult to answer
12%
Total
100%
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A21.

A22.

PLEASE CHOOSE FROM THE LIST WHAT YOU PERSONALLY UNDERTAKE TO ENSURE FAIR LIVING
STANDARDS FOR YOURSELF AT RETIREMENT
More than one answer accepted.
I do nothing
48%
Receive a high legally transparent salary
18%
Have a deposit or savings account with a bank
6%
My job entitles me to a higher pension
6%
Receive pension and continue working
6%
Started private business
5%
Have a pension life insurance contract with an insurance company
3%
Invest in real estate, jewelry, securities
3%
Make contributions into a personal pension account with a non-state pension fund
2%
Other
8%
Refuse to answer
7%
AND WHAT SHARE OF YOUR FAMILY INCOME IS NOW CONSTITUTED BY STATE TRANSFER
PAYMENTS (PENSION, SCHOLARSHIP, SUBSIDIES, SOCIAL AID, ETC., NOT INCLUDING SALARY)
AND WHICH – BY OWN OR FAMILY SAVINGS AND INCOME?
Income portion
0%
1-99%
100%
Total
0%
1-99%
100%
Total

State benefits: pension, subsidies, and other benefits

Own or family savings and income

A23.

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR RETIREMENT INCOME SHOULD STATE BENEFITS ACCOUNT FOR
AND WHAT PERCENTAGE SHOULD PROCEEDS FROM OWN SAVINGS AND OTHER TYPES OF
INCOME IN RETIREMENT ACCOUNT FOR?
Income portion
0%
1-49%
50%
51-99%
100%
Total
0%
1-49%
50%
51-99%
100%
Total

State benefits: pension, subsidies, and other benefits

Own or family savings and income

A24.

percentage of
respondents
45%
29%
26%
100%
24%
31%
45%
100%

percentage of
respondents
5%
10%
7%
29%
49%
100%
49%
29%
7%
10%
5%
100%

WHAT SOURCES OF YOUR INCOME ARE YOU PRIMARILY COUNTING ON AT RETIREMENT? (FOR
PENSIONERS—WHAT SOURCES OF INCOME DO YOU HAVE AT THE MOMENT?)
More than one answer accepted.
State pension
77%
Salary
25%
Savings
24%
Subsidiary farming (summer house, garden, etc.)
23%
Aid from children
22%
Interest on deposits
8%
Private business
8%
Inheritance
6%
Non-state pension (payments from the non-state pension fund)
4%
Income from renting out real estate
4%
Sale of real estate or other property
3%
Investment return
2%
Other income
0%
Difficult to answer
4%
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III. SATISFACTION WITH THE CURRENT PUBLIC PENSION SYSTEM
A25.

A26.

WHAT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE PENSIONS “MODERNIZATION PRACTICES” (I.E., THEIR
IRREGULAR INCREASES – ONCE EVERY SEVERAL YEARS – INSTEAD OF A REGULAR ANNUAL
PENSION INDEXATION)?
Single answer.
Very negative
22%
Negative
17%
Neutral (I do not care)
28%
Positive
11%
Very positive
2%
Difficult to answer
20%
Total
100%
WHY IS YOUR ATTITUDE NEGATIVE? PLEASE EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER
More than one answer accepted.
Inflation/price growth are not commensurate with the pension benefit increases (the indexation takes
place too seldom—they should do it more often)
Very minor increase in pension benefits/very small pension benefits (impossible to survive)
Lack of trust (it is not an increase but a deception; there is no indexation, and the pension is not
increased; the state steals money; it makes no sense)
One can die before being granted the pension / before the next indexation due to the low living
standards and poor health
The pension reform is non-transparent, unclear, irrelevant
Other
Difficult to answer

Rather approve

Fully approve

Difficult to answer

29%

18%

6%

13%

16%

25%

25%

18%

6%

10%

42%

21%

18%

8%

4%

7%

15%

20%

27%

15%

4%

19%

28%
25%

23%
23%

22%
24%

14%
12%

6%
4%

7%
12%

12%

16%

29%

15%

5%

23%

Retirement provision in general

32%

28%
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25%

6%

0%

Difficult to answer
(Do not read out)

Fully approve

QUESTION: HOW MUCH ARE YOU SATISFIED OR DISSATISFIED WITH THE PENSION POLICY AS A
WHOLE?

Retirement provision in general

8

18%

Rather approve

A29.

16%

Neither approve
nor disapprove

7

Dependence of the pension size on paid insurance
contributions
Correspondence of pension size to the amount of
pensionable salary
Adequacy of current pension for necessary goods
and services
Procedure and duration of the pension benefits
processing, granting, and recalculation
Retirement age (60 years)
Financial stability of the Pension Fund of Ukraine
Unified social contribution rate paid only by the
employer at the rate of 22 percent of wages

Neither approve
nor disapprove

PLEASE ESTIMATE YOUR APPROVAL LEVEL OF THE CURRENT GOVERNMENTAL POLICY IN EACH
OF THESE AREAS ON A FIVE-POINT SCALE. FOR YOUR ESTIMATES USE A SCALE FROM 1 TO 5,
WHERE 5 IS ABSOLUTELY APPROVE AND 1 IS ABSOLUTELY DISAPPROVE
Single answer.

Rather
disapprove

5
6

2%
8%
1%

A28.

Rather
disapprove

4

4%

Completely
disapprove

3

11%

DO YOU CONSIDER FAIR A SYSTEM WHERE THE AMOUNT OF PENSION DEPENDS ON
CONTRIBUTIONS PAID INTO THE PENSION FUND WITHIN A CERTAIN PERIOD SET BY LAW?
Single answer.
Yes
45%
Everybody should be entitled to pensions irrespective of contributions paid into the Pension Fund
41%
I don’t care
14%
Total
100%

Completely
disapprove

2

22%

A27.

Areas of Pension Policy

1

55%

9%

A30.

DO YOU AGREE THAT SELECTED PROFESSIONS (MINERS, MILITARY, RESCUERS, ETC.) SHOULD
BE ALLOWED TO RETIRE EARLY AND RECEIVE HIGHER PENSION BENEFITS?
Single answer.
Fully agree
43%
Rather agree
25%
Partially agree
17%
Rather disagree
7%
Absolutely disagree
3%
Neutral (I do not care)
2%
Difficult to answer
3%
Total
100%
IV. AWARENESS OF THE PENSION SYSTEM REFORM

A31.

WHO, IN YOUR OPINION, BEARS THE MAIN RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PENSION REFORM
IMPLEMENTATION IN UKRAINE?
Single answer.
Government
42%
President
22%
Parliament
15%
Ministry of Social Policy
12%
Prime Minister personally
7%
Difficult to answer or other
2%
Total
100%

A32.

WHAT, IN YOUR OPINION, IS THE BEST SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF SHORTAGE (DEFICIT) OF
FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR PENSION PAYMENTS?
More than one answer accepted.
Increase the employer contribution rates (currently, the uniform social contribution stands at 22% of
21%
the salary)
Reduce state expenses on other needs (education, healthcare, etc.)
17%
Implement employee insurance contributions to the Pension Fund (currently, it is the enterprise that
14%
pays contributions for workers)
Reduce the increased pensions, salaries and preferences (of judges, prosecutors, members of
10%
Parliament, etc.)
Cease pension payments to the working pensioners
8%
Increase the retirement age
4%
Reduce the size of pension benefits
2%
Other (various) ways of solving the issue of the pension fund deficit
25%
Difficult to say
13%

A33.

ARE YOU AWARE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PILLAR 2 OF THE PENSION SYSTEM—
MANDATORY STATE FULLY FUNDED PENSION INSURANCE SYSTEM? THE IDEA OF THE FULLY
FUNDED SYSTEM IS THAT A PART OF MANDATORY PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PENSION
SYSTEM WILL BE SAVED IN THE ACCUMULATION FUND ON AN INDIVIDUAL PENSION ACCOUNT; THE
FUNDS WILL THEN BE INVESTED IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY TO GET INVESTMENT INCOME
(INTEREST) FOR PENSIONERS AND CAN BE INHERITED
Single answer.
Well aware
6%
Slightly aware, heard something
37%
Practically unaware
50%
Difficult to answer
7%
Total
100%

A34.

ARE YOU AWARE OF PILLAR 3 OF THE PENSION SYSTEM—NON-STATE VOLUNTARY PENSION
PROVISION SYSTEM? THIS SYSTEM CALLS FOR MAKING VOLUNTARY PENSION SAVINGS BASED
ON VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS OF INDIVIDUALS AND EMPLOYERS TO NON-STATE PENSION
FUNDS
Single answer.
Well aware
6%
Slightly aware, heard something
34%
Practically unaware
53%
Difficult to answer
7%
Total
100%
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A35.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BECOME A NON-STATE PENSION FUND PARTICIPANT?
Single answer.
Yes, I would accept making contributions if I get a tax
8%
preference for contributions
Yes, if my employer also pays contributions for me
18%
No, I would not like it
54%
Difficult to answer
20%
Total
100%
V. INFORMATION SOURCES

A36.

DO YOU FOLLOW THE FINANCIAL MARKET NEWS?
Single answer.
Follow regularly
Follow only during financial crises
Never follow
Difficult to answer
Total

12%
25%
59%
4%
100%

A37.

FROM WHAT INFORMATION SOURCES DO YOU GET THE FINANCIAL MARKET NEWS?
More than one answer accepted.
Television
82%
Press
31%
Other Internet resources (except for social networks)
30%
Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
20%
Radio
18%
Other information sources (family, relatives, friends, etc.)
2%
Difficult to say
1%

A38.

WHICH SOURCES OF INFORMATION DO YOU PREFER (TRUST MOST)?
More than one answer accepted.
Television
74%
Other Internet resources (except for social networks)
28%
Press
25%
Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
18%
Radio
16%
Other information sources.
2%
Difficult to say
1%

A39.

DO YOU FOLLOW ANY NEWS ON THE PENSION SYSTEM?
Single answer.
Follow regularly
12%
Follow from time to time
35%
Never follow
51%
Difficult to answer
2%
Total
100%

A40.

FROM WHAT INFORMATION SOURCES DO YOU GET PENSION NEWS?
More than one answer accepted.
Television
84%
Press
28%
Other Internet resources (except for social networks)
23%
Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
16%
Radio
15%
Other information sources.
1%
Difficult to say
1%

A41.

WHICH SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT PENSIONS DO YOU PREFER?
More than one answer accepted.
Television
80%
Press
27%
Other Internet resources (except for social networks)
25%
Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
15%
Radio
14%
Difficult to say
1%
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A42.

PLEASE TELL HOW OFTEN YOU NORMALLY USE THE INTERNET
Single answer.
Every day or several times a week
51%
Several times a month
13%
Once a month or less frequently
5%
Never
31%
Total
100%

A43.

PLEASE TELL FROM WHAT SOURCES YOU WOULD LIKE TO GET INFORMATION ON PENSION
REFORM
More than one answer accepted.
Television
67%
Press
22%
Other Internet resources (except for social networks and
21%
the pension reform website)
A special website on the pension reform
18%
Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, etc.)
14%
Radio
12%
Topic-based brochures
11%
I am not interested in this information from any sources
12%
Difficult to say and other sources
0%

A44.

PLEASE TELL WHO, IN YOUR OPINION, SHOULD EXPLAIN PENSION REFORM ISSUES
More than one answer accepted.
Top executives of the Pension Fund of Ukraine
45%
management
Experts and specialists
44%
Government
36%
Prime Minister personally
24%
President
21%
Parliament
18%
Ministers
16%
Other
1%
VI. FINANCIAL SYSTEM AWARENESS AND TRUST IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

A45.

ARE YOU SAVING MONEY IN ANY FORM AT PRESENT?
Single answer.
Yes
24%
No
70%
Difficult to answer
6%

A46.

PLEASE, TELL WHICH OF THESE METHODS OF SAVING AND AUGMENTING MONEY YOU KNOW
WELL?
More than one answer accepted.
Saving in cash in UAH
80%
Saving in cash in foreign currency
71%
Bank deposits (time deposits) and saving accounts
53%
Bank payment cards and current accounts
42%
Purchase of real estate as an investment
35%
Investment in land
31%
Savings in precious metals
28%
Banking metals or deposits in banking metals
22%
Long-term universal life insurance
19%
Lending money to other people at interest
18%
Investment in corporate stocks and bonds
14%
Investment in government securities
14%
Payments to credit unions
13%
Participation in non-state pension funds
13%
Participation in investment funds
12%
Other
1%
None
1%
Difficult to answer
0%
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A47.

WHICH METHOD OR WHAT METHODS OF SAVING AND AUGMENTING MONEY THAT YOU KNOW
WELL SEEM MOST ATTRACTIVE OR SUITABLE FOR YOU?
More than one answer accepted.
Saving in cash in foreign currency
39%
Saving in cash in UAH
32%
Bank deposits (time deposits) and saving accounts
12%
Purchase of real estate as an investment
12%
Investment in land
8%
Bank payment cards and current accounts
7%
Savings in precious metals
7%
Banking metals or deposits in banking metals
3%
Long-term universal life insurance
2%
Lending money to other people at interest
2%
Investment in corporate stocks and bonds
1%
Investment in government securities
1%
Participation in non-state pension funds
1%
Participation in investment funds
1%
Payments to credit unions
0%
None
18%
Difficult to answer
9%

A48.

COULD YOU PLEASE TELL, WHETHER YOU PERSONALLY, NOT A MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY, HAVE
EVER USED ANY OF THESE METHODS OF SAVING AND AUGMENTING MONEY?
More than one answer accepted.
Saving in cash in UAH
40%
Saving in cash in foreign currency
28%
Bank deposits (time deposits) and saving accounts
13%
Bank payment cards and current accounts
9%
Purchase of real estate as an investment
2%
Savings in precious metals
2%
Long-term universal life insurance
2%
Investment in land
1%
Banking metals or deposits in banking metals
1%
Lending money to other people at interest
1%
Investment in corporate stocks and bonds
1%
Investment in government securities
1%
Participation in non-state pension funds
1%
Participation in investment funds
1%
Payments to credit unions
1%
None
29%
Difficult to answer
6%

A49.

COULD YOU PLEASE TELL, WHETHER YOU PERSONALLY, NOT A MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY, ARE
USING ANY OF THESE METHODS OF SAVING AND AUGMENTING MONEY NOW?
More than one answer accepted.
Saving in cash in UAH
21%
Saving in cash in foreign currency
14%
Bank deposits (time deposits) and saving accounts
6%
Bank payment cards and current accounts
6%
Purchase of real estate as an investment
1%
Savings in precious metals
1%
Long-term universal life insurance
1%
Investment in land
1%
Banking metals or deposits in banking metals
1%
Lending money to other people at interest
0%
Investment in corporate stocks and bonds
0%
Investment in government securities
0%
Participation in non-state pension funds
0%
Participation in investment funds
0%
Payments to credit unions
0%
None
48%
Difficult to answer
11%
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A50.

COULD YOU PLEASE TELL, WHETHER YOU PERSONALLY, NOT A MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY, ARE
PLANNING TO USE ANY OF THESE METHODS OF SAVING AND AUGMENTING MONEY IN THE
COMING 12 MONTHS?
More than one answer accepted.
Saving in cash in UAH
24%
Saving in cash in foreign currency
21%
Bank deposits (time deposits) and saving accounts
7%
Bank payment cards and current accounts
6%
Purchase of real estate as an investment
2%
Investment in land
2%
Savings in precious metals
1%
Long-term universal life insurance
1%
Banking metals or deposits in banking metals
1%
Investment in corporate stocks and bonds
1%
Investment in government securities
1%
Participation in non-state pension funds
1%
Participation in investment funds
1%
Lending money to other people at interest
0%
Payments to credit unions
0%
None
29%
Difficult to answer
23%

A51.

ARE OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY USING ANY OF THESE METHODS OF SAVING AND
AUGMENTING MONEY NOW?
More than one answer accepted.
Saving in cash in UAH
23%
Saving in cash in foreign currency
15%
Bank deposits (time deposits) and saving accounts
7%
Bank payment cards and current accounts
7%
Purchase of real estate as an investment
1%
Investment in land
1%
Savings in precious metals
1%
Long-term universal life insurance
1%
Banking metals or deposits in banking metals
1%
Investment in corporate stocks and bonds
0%
Investment in government securities
0%
Participation in non-state pension funds
1%
Participation in investment funds
0%
Lending money to other people at interest
0%
Payments to credit unions
0%
None
34%
Difficult to answer
23%

A52.

PLEASE ESTIMATE YOUR LEVEL OF TRUST IN THE FOLLOWING FINANCIAL ORGANIZATIONS ON
THE SCALE: “FULLY TRUST,” “RATHER TRUST,” “RATHER DO NOT TRUST,” “DO NOT TRUST AT
ALL”
Single answer per line.
Difficult to
answer/ Do
Do not
Rather
Rather do
not know
Fully trust
trust at all
trust
not trust
anything
about its
activity
State-owned Banks
6%
29%
31%
28%
6%
Private (commercial) banks
3%
17%
33%
42%
5%
Insurance companies
3%
16%
31%
39%
11%
Investment funds
2%
11%
27%
36%
24%
Non-state pension funds
3%
8%
26%
41%
22%
Leasing companies
2%
8%
22%
34%
34%
Credit unions
2%
8%
23%
49%
18%
Pay day lenders
2%
8%
21%
52%
17%
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A53.

PLEASE, ESTIMATE YOUR LEVEL OF TRUST IN THE FOLLOWING GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS ON
THE SCALE: “FULLY TRUST,” “RATHER TRUST,” “RATHER DO NOT TRUST,” “DO NOT TRUST AT
ALL.”
Single answer per line.
Difficult to
answer/ Do
Do not
Rather
Rather do
not know
Fully trust
trust at all
trust
not trust
anything
about its
activity
President of Ukraine
3%
19%
33%
38%
7%
Verkhovna Rada
1%
11%
36%
46%
6%
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
3%
14%
32%
44%
7%
National Bank of Ukraine
2%
17%
30%
41%
10%
Ministry of Finance of Ukraine
2%
14%
31%
41%
12%
Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine
2%
16%
30%
38%
13%
Pension Fund of Ukraine
3%
19%
29%
34%
14%
Deposit Guarantee Fund
3%
17%
27%
34%
19%
National Securities and Stock Market Commission
2%
11%
23%
32%
32%
National Commission for State Regulation of Financial Services
2%
10%
21%
33%
34%
Markets
A54.

HOW OFTEN DID YOU USE THE FOLLOWING FINANCIAL SERVICES OVER THE COURSE OF THE
PAST YEAR? PLEASE, EVALUATE YOUR ANSWER ON THE SCALE: “VERY OFTEN,” “OFTEN,”
“SOMETIMES,” “RARELY,” “VERY RARELY,” “NEVER.”
Single answer per line.
Very
Very
Never/Unable
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
often
rarely
to respond
Buying services in bank till
7%
20%
33%
15%
19%
6%
Payment for goods, services, utilities, loan
4%
14%
19%
14%
29%
20%
repayment, etc. via the Internet banking system
Payment for goods and services with a card
6%
19%
24%
14%
21%
16%
Bank terminal transactions
5%
16%
27%
14%
23%
15%
Transactions via smart/mobile phone, tablet PC
(money transfer, payment for goods and services,
4%
9%
16%
12%
32%
27%
etc.)
Currency exchange in the currency exchange office
1%
5%
14%
14%
39%
27%
Deposit opening with a credit union or obtaining a
1%
3%
6%
7%
40%
43%
loan from a credit union
Savings in a non-state pension fund
0%
3%
5%
7%
38%
47%
Health, life or home insurance
1%
4%
8%
9%
38%
40%
A55.

WHAT IS THE BEST GUARANTEE OF THE SAFETY OF YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS/DEPOSITS/SAVINGS
WITH ANY FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION OR INSTITUTION?
More than one answer accepted.
Government guarantee of payment
43%
Governmental oversight and regulation (the National Bank, other regulators)
32%
Legislative safeguards against misappropriation or misuse of funds
30%
Availability of the individual deposit insurance program
29%
Information on where the organization invests its funds
19%
Information on the founder/owner of the organization
17%
Other
4%
Difficult to answer
28%

A56.

I AM GOING TO READ OUT A LIST OF DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS. PLEASE, EVALUATE THE
INTEGRITY AND ETHICAL STANDARDS OF PEOPLE WORKING IN THESE OCCUPATIONS BASED ON
YOUR EXPERIENCE OF INTERACTION WITH THEM OVER THE PAST YEAR ON THE SCALE: “VERY
HIGH,” “HIGH,” “AVERAGE,” “LOW,” “VERY LOW.”
Single answer per line.
Difficult to
Very high
High
Average
Low
Very low
answer
Bankers
3%
21%
48%
14%
5%
9%
Accountants
4%
22%
47%
4%
5%
8%
Military
6%
25%
41%
14%
4%
10%
Teachers
7%
30%
43%
11%
4%
5%
Medical doctors and other medical staff
4%
22%
45%
17%
8%
4%
Members of Parliament
1%
5%
20%
25%
42%
7%
Local councilors/mayors
1%
8%
27%
24%
32%
8%
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Very high
Civil servants
Journalists
Businessmen
Police officers
Construction workers
Judges
Real estate brokers
Pharmacists
Lawyers

2%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
3%
3%

High
8%
18%
11%
13%
11%
7%
7%
19%
13%

Average
41%
41%
42%
43%
41%
26%
38%
45%
39%

Low
24%
16%
22%
20%
19%
23%
21%
14%
15%

Very low
16%
10%
12%
10%
8%
29%
13%
8%
12%

Difficult to
answer
9%
12%
11%
12%
19%
13%
20%
11%
18%

VII. SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC BLOCK
A57.

THE RESPONDENT’S EDUCATION
Single answer.
Elementary education (has not finished junior high school, has not finished 8-9 grades)
Incomplete secondary education (finished junior high school)
Full secondary education (finished high school or vocational school)
Incomplete higher education (finished secondary special educational institution or vocational school,
have a junior specialist’s degree)
Unfinished higher education (has completed half a term or more at a higher educational institution)
Higher education (finished a higher educational institution, hold a bachelor, a specialist or a master
degree)
Total

A58.

WHO MAKES FINANCIAL DECISIONS ON EXPENSES AND SAVINGS IN YOUR FAMILY?
Single answer.
Together with the spouse
45%
Myself
42%
Parents
6%
A spouse
5%
Other family members
2%
Total
100%

A59.

WHAT CAN YOU TELL ABOUT YOUR FAMILY’S FINANCIAL SITUATION?
Single answer.
Have to skimp on food
Sufficient money to buy food. Have to save or borrow to buy clothes and footwear
Sufficient money to buy food and necessary clothes, footwear. Have to save or borrow to buy a good
suit, a vacuum cleaner, etc.
Enough money to buy food, clothes, footwear, and other minor things. Have to save or borrow to buy
expensive items (like a TV set, a washing machine)
Sufficient money to buy food, clothes, footwear, and expensive items. Have to save or borrow for
such purchases as a car or a flat
Difficult to answer
Total

2%
4%
31%
29%
5%
29%
100%

15%
29%
33%
15%
5%
3%
100%

A60.

WHAT IS YOUR MAIN PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATION, I.E., ON WHICH PROFESSIONAL OCCUPATION
DO YOU SPEND MOST OF YOUR TIME?
More than one answer accepted.
An employee (at an enterprise, in an organization, on military service)
47%
Self-employed (freelancer, sole-proprietor)
9%
Temporarily do not work (unemployed looking for a job, on maternity leave)
7%
Pensioner
27%
Do not work; manage my own household
6%
Undergraduate/student
4%
Total
100%

A61.

DID YOUR EMPLOYER RAISE YOUR SALARY IN JANUARY 2017 (IN CONNECTION WITH A RAISE IN
MINIMUM SALARY TO UAH 3200)?
Single answer.
Yes
69%
No
25%
Difficult to answer
6%
Total
100%
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A62.

HOW DO YOU RECEIVE YOUR SALARY?
Single answer.
The entire salary is paid formally / under a contract (including income tax and social contributions
One portion of my salary is paid formally / under a contract, while another—in cash under an oral
agreement
The entire salary is paid in cash under an oral agreement
Difficult to answer
Total

67%
15%
15%
3%
100%

A63.

DOES YOUR EMPLOYER PAY CONTRIBUTIONS FOR MANDATORY STATE PENSION INSURANCE?
Single answer.
Yes
69%
No
11%
I don’t know
20%
Total
100%

A64.

DO YOU THINK THAT NOT ONLY EMPLOYERS BUT ALSO EMPLOYEES SHOULD PAY
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR MANDATORY STATE PENSION INSURANCE?
Single answer.
Yes
36%
No
64%
Total
100%

A65.

DO YOU HAVE A JOB AT PRESENT?
Single answer.
Yes, I have a job
No, I do NOT have a job now
Refused to answer
Total

A66.

59%
38%
3%
100%

IN WHAT YEAR DID YOU STOP WORKING?
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010-2017
Total (668 respondents)

A67.

A68.

3%
13%
37%
47%
100%

WHY DID YOU STOP WORKING?
Single answer.
On my own volition
Because of the poor state of health
Was forced to retire
Fired or forced to quit my job and could not find another
Maternity leave
Other
Difficult to answer
Total
IN WHAT YEAR DID YOU RETIRE?
1980-1989
1990-1999
2000-2009
2010-2017
Total (496 respondents)

A69.

35%
23%
11%
7%
7%
11%
6%
100%
5%
22%
47%
26%
100%

WHAT WAS YOUR PROFESSION AT THE TIME OF YOUR RETIREMENT?
Single answer.
Civil servant
Scientific Officer
Military serviceman
Employee of other sectors of the economy
Self-employed (creative worker, freelancer, worked on my own small farm)
Private entrepreneur under flat taxation regime
Private entrepreneur under general taxation regime
Other
Did not work; managed my own household
Total
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12%
3%
3%
74%
3%
1%
0%
0%
4%
100%

A70.

A71.

A72.

HOW DO YOU RECEIVE YOUR PENSION?
Single answer. 528 respondents (26%)
Cash
Bank cards
Other
Difficult to answer
Total

50%
48%
1%
1%
100%

PLEASE TELL WHAT SHARE OF YOUR PERSONAL MONTHLY INCOME IS:
Average per respondent
Salary/Business income
43%
State pension
21%
Interest on personal savings
9%
Family allowance
7%
Social security benefits
6%
Other income
14%
Total
100%
IS THIS INCOME SUFFICIENT TO INSURE DECENT LIVING STANDARDS FOR YOU?
Yes
No
Difficult to answer
Total

17%
76%
7%
100%
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Annex 3. Core Provisions of the Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to Certain Legislative
Acts of Ukraine on Pensions Increase” No. 2148 of October 3, 2017
On October 3, 2017, the Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of Ukraine adopted the Law of Ukraine “On
Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine on Pensions Increase” (No. 2148); this draft
law calls for the following major changes in the PAYG pension system:
 The recalculation of pensions granted earlier from October 1, 2017, on the basis of:
 the average salary for the last 3 years (2014–2016) in the amount of UAH 3764.40;
 the reduction in the accrual rate (one year of the covered employment) used to calculate
pension benefits to 1 percent;
 the minimum contribution period of 30 years for women and 35 years for men
- for the calculation of the minimum pension benefit (for pension benefits granted before
October 1, 2011, with the contribution period of 20 years for women and 25 years for
men);
- for the increase in the old-age pension benefit for the extra contribution period (more
than 30/35 years or, in the case of pension benefits granted before October 1, 2011,
more than 20/25 years respectively) by 1 percent of the pension amount but not more
than by 1 percent of the minimum old-age pension amount;
 for the increase in the minimum subsistence level indicator for individuals unable to work as
at December 2017 (UAH 1,373) by UAH 79 (to UAH 1,452)







Award of new old-age pension benefits
During the transition period of 2017–2019, the old-age pensions are calculated as follows:
in 2017: on the basis of the 2014–2016 average salary of UAH 3,764.4 and the accrual rate
for one year of the contribution period of 1.35 percent;
in 2018: on the basis of the 2016–2017 average salary of UAH 3,764.4 and the accrual rate
for one year of the contribution period of 1 percent;
starting from 2019: on the basis of the average salary for three years preceding the
application for the pension and the accrual rate for one year of the contribution period of
1 percent.
The old-age pension is increased for each full year of the contribution period in excess of 30
years in the case of women and 35 years in the case of men by 1 percent of the pension
amount (or, in the case of pensions granted before October 1, 2011, per each contribution
year in excess of 20 years in the case of women and 25 years in the case of men). However,
the increase shall not exceed 1 percent of the minimum amount of the old-age pension. The
duration of the available contribution period is not limited.

 Required contribution period and statutory retirement age
The retirement age depends on the length of the available contribution period.
With the contribution period of at least 15 years during the period up to December 31, 2017,
the old-age pension is awarded to men on attainment of the age of 60 years and to women on
attainment of 58 years.
Starting from January 1, 2018, the old-age pension will be awarded as follows:
 if the actual contribution period as at January 1, 2018, is 25 years, the pension benefits will
be granted on attainment of the age of 60 years. The length of the required contribution period
will be increased by 12 months every year to the level of 35 years in 2028;
 if the actual contribution period as at January 1, 2018, is 15 to 25 years, the pension benefits
will be granted on attainment of the age of 63 years. The length of the required contribution
period will be increased by 12 months every year from 25 years to the level of 35 years in
2028;
 if the actual contribution period as at January 1, 2019, is 15 years but shorter than 16 years
(this would make the person eligible for the retirement in the age of 63 years), the pension
benefits will be granted on attainment of the age of 65 years. The length of the required
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contribution period will be increased by 12 months every year. Thus, pensions for persons
with 15–25 years of the contribution period will be granted at the age of 65 starting from the
year 2028.
Persons with the contribution period of fewer than 15 years will be eligible only for the state
social assistance benefit after 65 years.
Starting from January 1, 2028, the old-age pension will be awarded regardless of age to
individuals with the contribution period of 40 years or more.
 The minimum old-age pension benefit is set:
 at the level of the minimum subsistence level for individuals unable to work—to women with
30 years and men with 35 years of contribution period (or, in the case of pensions awarded
before October 1, 2011, with 20 years in the case of women and 25 years in the case of
men);
 at the level of 40 percent of the minimum wage (but not lower than the minimum subsistence
level) starting from January 1, 2018, to individuals with the service period of 30/35 years after
the attainment of the age of 65 years;
 if the required contribution period is not available (30/35 years)—a proportionally lower
pension benefit will be paid on the basis of the minimum subsistence level for individuals
unable to work and the available contribution period; if such a pension is awarded after
January 1, 2018, it will be paid once the recipient attains the age of 65 years. Before the
attainment of this age, such an individual may be granted state income support benefits on
conditions and in accordance with the procedure specified by the Law of Ukraine “On State
Social Assistance Benefits for Poor Families”;
 for coal miners, the minimum old-age pension awarded on the basis of List No. 1 is set at the
level of 80 percent of the insured person’s salary qualifying for the pension calculation (rather
than the coal miner’s average salary), but not more than 3 minimum subsistence levels for
individuals unable to work.
The period covered by the once-off payment of the unified social contribution for the preceding
periods, where the individual was not subject to the universal state social insurance (e.g.,
during the period from January 1, 2004, till December 31, 2010) is not taken into consideration
when determining the minimum old-age pension and the increase in the old-age pension for
the additional contribution period.
The funds of the state budget will be used to fund the difference between the minimum oldage pension benefit amount at the minimum subsistence level and the actual amount of the
pension as awarded, if the awarded old-age pension falls below the minimum subsistence level
for individuals unable to work (minimum old-age pension benefit amount).
 Indexation of pensions
For indexation purposes, the pensions awarded earlier are recalculated every year by means
of increasing the indicator of the average salary in Ukraine used as the basis for insurance
contributions and for pension calculations.
During the 2019–2020 transition period, the average salary underlying the pension calculation
will be increased by a factor comprising a 50 percent growth of the average salary in Ukraine
for the year preceding the year of such an increase year-on-year and 50 percent of the
increase in the consumer price index for the previous year.
Starting from 2021, pension benefits will regularly be indexed by means of increasing the
average salary base from which insurance contributions were paid by a factor comprising a
50 percent growth of the average salary for the previous 3 years and 50 percent of the
consumer price index for the previous year).
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If there is no deficit in the Pension Fund of Ukraine, the average salary growth indicator may
be increased to a level within 100 percent of the increase in the average salary base from
which contributions were paid for three years. The level, date, and procedure of such an
increase shall be specified within the budget of the Pension Fund of Ukraine by the decision
of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine taking into account the minimum target increase
(50 percent of the increase in salary plus 50 percent of the increase in the consumer price
index).


Inclusion of specific periods in the contribution period:
The following periods shall be included in the contribution period for the purposes of old-age
pension awards:
 the pursuit of entrepreneurial activities using the simplified taxation system: from January 1,
1998, up to and including June 30, 2000,—on the basis of the certificate of registration of
an individual as a sole trader; from July 1, 2000, up to and including December 31, 2017,—
subject to the payment of insurance contributions (unified contributions) regardless of the
actual payment of the contribution (unless exempted from the payment of the unified
contributions);
 the period of military service up to and including December 31, 2017. The periods of military
service from January 1, 2004, until December 31, 2006, are to be covered in accordance
with the procedure prescribed by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine at the expense of the
State Budget of Ukraine;
 the period of the maternity leave from January 1, 2004, up to and including June 30, 2013;
 the period of the childcare leave until the attainment of the age of six years by the child
during the period from January 1, 2004, until the introduction of the payment of insurance
contributions (unified contributions) for women in the childcare leave until the attainment of
the age of three years by the child.
The preferential procedure of the calculation of the service period under the previous legislation
shall apply to the period after January 1, 2004, solely for the purposes of the ascertainment of
the eligibility for the old-age pension on preferential terms and on a long-service basis.

 Maximum pension benefit
The maximum old-age pension benefit is set at a level of ten minimum subsistence levels for
individuals unable to work. However, the maximum pension benefit amount is provisionally set
at UAH 10,740 until the end of the year 2017.
 Pension disbursement
Starting from October 1, 2017, pensions are disbursed to working pensioners in full (without a
15 percent haircut for working pensioners).
 Early pensions
The eligibility for long-service pensions has been annulled with some exceptions. The awarded
long-service pensions will be paid from the state budget.
The eligibility for pensions on preferential terms (prior to the attainment of the generally
applicable statutory retirement age) has been preserved for a shorter list of employee
categories.
 Special pensions
The system of pensions awarded on special terms has been annulled, except in the case of
public officers who have qualified for such pensions as of May 1, 2016. The disbursement of
pensions awarded earlier will continue. Such pensions are recalculated on a generally
applicable basis if the amount of the pension calculated on a generally applicable basis is
higher than otherwise.
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Annex 4. Major Dates of Changes in
Ukraine’s Pension Legislation
The process of reforming Ukraine’s pension system started in the late 1990s and had been taking place for
the last 20 years. During this period, a number of legal instruments were adopted, including two major pension
Laws of Ukraine “On Mandatory State Pension Insurance” (No. 1058-IV) and “On Non-state Pension Provision”
(No. 1057-IV) of July 9, 2003; however, the major issues affecting the financial sustainability of the pension
system and the adequacy of the retirement income have not been solved.

Event/Legal Instrument
The Ukrainian Republican Branch of the
Pension Fund of the USSR was
established (by Resolution of the Council
of Ministers of the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic and the Council of the
Independent Trade Unions Federation
No. 380)
Law of Ukraine “On Pension Provision”
(No. 1788-XII)

Table 1. Major Dates of Changes in Ukraine’s Pension Legislation
Legal Instrument
Note
Adoption Date
December 21, 1990 The Ukrainian Branch of the Pension Fund of the USSR was
established with regional branches in oblasts and the city of
Kyiv with its main task defined as the collection of insurance
contributions

November 5, 1991

The Pension Fund of Ukraine was
January 28, 1992
established (by Resolution of the Cabinet
of Ministers of Ukraine No. 39)
The Population Social Welfare Concept
December 21, 1993
Paper (Resolution of the Verkhovna Rada
of Ukraine No. 3788-XII)
The Fundamental Principles of the
January 14, 1998
Legislation of Ukraine on the Statutory
State Social Insurance were adopted by
the Verkhovna Rada (Parliament) of
Ukraine (Law No. 16/98-VR)
The Main Lines of the Pension System
Reform in Ukraine were approved by
Decree of the President of Ukraine
No. 291/98

April 13, 1998

The Measures to Implement Personalized May 4, 1998
Registration of the Information in the
System of the Mandatory State Pension
Insurance—Decree of the President of
Ukraine No. 401/98

The contributory foundations of the pension system were laid for
the first time; mandatory state social insurance contributions
were introduced (33.3 percent from employers and 1 percent
from employees); the pension system was separated from the
state budget In partial effect from January 1, 1992; in full effect
from April 1, 1992.
The Pension Fund of Ukraine was established on the basis of
the Ukrainian Republican Branch of the Pension Fund of the
USSR as a standalone financial/banking institution tasked with
the management of pension finances within the entire territory of
Ukraine.
Major lines of the further development of the social welfare
system were identified, and specific types of insurance
(including pension insurance) were introduced
The principles, general legal and organizational tenets of the
universal state social insurance of citizens in Ukraine were
specified and the following 4 types of insurance were
introduced: the pension insurance; the unemployment
insurance; the health insurance and the insurance against
industrial accidents with time frames for their actual
implementation to be defined in dedicated laws.
The following core objectives of the pension reform were
identified:
the implementation of an efficient pension insurance system; the
implementation of the principle of the interest of each
employable individual in his or her own income at retirement;
the consideration of results of the occupational activity of each
employee when determining the pension level by establishing a
link between the pension level and the labor input and
contribution period; the reduction of the demographic load on
the financial basis of the pension system; the implementation of
the non-state pension provision system; the shifting of the statesponsored preferential pensions to the occupational/sectoral
level.
The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine was required to develop
and approve a set of measures aimed at the gradual
implementation of the automated personalized registration of
the information in the Pension Fund of Ukraine during years
1998 to 2000, develop and approve the Mandatory State
Pension Insurance Personalized Record Keeping Organization
Policy
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Event/Legal Instrument
Law of Ukraine “On Statutory State
Pension Insurance” (No. 1058-IV)

Law of Ukraine “On Non-state Pension
Provision” (No. 1057-IV)

Legal Instrument
Adoption Date
July 9, 2003

July 9, 2003

Law of Ukraine “On Collection of, and
July 8, 2010
Accounting for, the Unified Statutory State
Social Insurance Contribution” (2464-VI)

Law of Ukraine “On Measures Aimed at
Legislative Support to the Pension
System Reform” (No. 3668-VI)

July 8, 2011

Law of Ukraine “On Preventing Financial
Disaster and Creating Prerequisites for
Economic Growth in Ukraine” (No. 1166VII)
Law of Ukraine “On Introduction of
Changes in Some Legislative Acts of
Ukraine in Respect of Pensions”
(No. 213-VIII)

March 27, 2014

Law of Ukraine “On Introduction of
Changes in the Tax Code of Ukraine and
Some Acts of Legislation of Ukraine to
Balance State Budget Proceeds in the
Year 2016” (No. 909-VIII)

December 24, 2015

March 2, 2015

Note
Starting from January 1, 2004, the mandatory state pension
insurance was implemented, and three tiers of the pension
system were identified: the PAYG system as Pillar 1; the
mandatory pension savings system as Pillar 2; and the
voluntary non-state pension provision system as Pillar 3.
Starting from January 1, 2004, a voluntary non-state pension
provision system based on the accumulation of pension savings
in non-state pension funds for the receipt of additional pension
benefits was implemented.
The unified statutory state social insurance contribution was
introduced on January 1, 2011. The law provides for the
payment of the unified social contribution by both employers
and employees. The unified social contribution is allocated to
universal state social insurance funds in the pre-defined
proportions.
Effective from October 1, 2011: the retirement age for women
was gradually increased to 60 years and the retirement age for
male civil servants was gradually increased to 62 years; the
required contribution period was increased from 20 to 30 years
for women and from 25 to 35 years for men; the pensions were
capped at the level of 10 times the minimum subsistence level
value for disabled individuals; the termination of the payment of
pension benefits to working civil servants during the period of
their employment on the civil service; the termination of the
early pension benefit payment in the case of the dismissal due
to downsizing. The Law also provided for the implementation of
the mandatory pension savings system subject to the zero
deficit of the Pension Fund of Ukraine for individuals in the age
under 35 years subject to their making contributions of 2 percent
during the first year with the subsequent annual 1 percent
increases to the level of 7 percent.
Article 42(2) of the Law of Ukraine “On Mandatory State
Pension Insurance” providing for annual pension increases from
March 1 of the year in question due to the increase in the
average salary base for contributions was suspended.
This Law capped pensions at the level of 10 times the minimum
subsistence level for disabled individuals; provided for the
gradual increase in the early retirement age for categories
eligible for the preferential pension treatment; provided for the
increase in minimum pension benefit amounts only due to the
increase in the minimum subsistence level and for non-working
pensioners only; limited (for the year 2015) the disbursement of
pensions to working pensioners if they exceeded 150 percent of
the minimum subsistence level, except for some categories;
terminated (for the year 2015) the payment of special pension
benefits to individuals who keep working at some civil service
jobs (other than specified categories).
The unified social contribution rate was reduced from the
differentiated 36.76–49.7 percent to 22 percent (for employers)
and the deduction of the unified social contribution from the
salary of employees was canceled
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Event/Legal Instrument
Law of Ukraine “On Introduction of
Changes in Some Acts of Legislation of
Ukraine” (No. 911-VIII)

Legal Instrument
Adoption Date
December 24, 2015

Law of Ukraine “On Introduction of
December 6, 2016
Changes into Some Acts of Legislation of
Ukraine” (No. 1774-VIII)

Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to
Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine on
Pensions Increase” (No. 2148-VIII)

October 3, 2017

Note
The Law provided for the gradual increase in the retirement age
for some categories eligible for the preferential pension
treatment; set the maximum pension amount at a level of
UAH 10,740 (for the year 2016); extended by 1 year (2016) the
restrictions on the payment of pension benefits to working
pensioners (other than some categories of individuals), and
terminated the payment of special pension benefits to
individuals who keep working at some civil service jobs (other
than specified categories).
The Law extended by 1 year (2017) the restrictions on the
payment of pension benefits to working pensioners (other than
some categories of individuals), and terminated the payment of
special pension benefits to individuals who keep working at
some civil service jobs (other than specified categories).
Scientists working on research positions and civil service jobs
were to be paid pensions in the amount to be determined in
accordance with the Law of Ukraine “On Mandatory State
Pension Insurance.” The operation of suspended Article 42 of
the Law of Ukraine “On Mandatory State Pension Insurance”
was resumed; the article provides for the annual recalculation of
pensions taking into account at least 20 percent of the increase
in the average salary base for contributions with the amount of
increase to be determined within the scope of the budget of the
Pension Fund of Ukraine and by the decision of the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine. The validity period of the UAH 10,740
pension cap was extended to the year 2017.
The Ministry of Finance of Ukraine was vested with the right to
monitor pensions, benefits, preferences, and subsidies without
the obligatory consent of individuals to the obtainment and
processing of their personal data
The bill provides for upgrading pension levels starting from
October 1, 2017, on the basis of the average salary base of
UAH 3764.4 for insurance contributions over the last 3 years,
with the application of 1 percent valuation of the contribution
period. A new procedure of the indexation of pensions is
introduced on the basis of 50 percent of the average salary
growth rate over the last 3 years and 50 percent of the
consumer price index increase during the last year starting from
January 1, 2021. During the 2019–2020 transition period, the
average salary underlying the pension calculation will be
increased by a factor comprising a 50 percent growth of the
average salary for the year preceding such an increase and
50 percent increase in the consumer price index for the previous
year. The new pensions will be awarded during the transition
period as follows: in 2017—on the basis of the 2014–2016
average salary of UAH 3,764.4 and the accrual rate of
1.35 percent per one year of the contribution period; in 2018—
on the basis of the 2016–2017 average salary and the accrual
rate of 1 percent; starting from 2019—on the basis of the
average salary for three years preceding the application for the
pension and the accrual rate of 1 percent.
The retirement age (60–63–65 years) depends on the available
contribution period (25 years; 15 to 25 years; 15 to 16 years
starting from January 1, 2019, respectively). Every year until the
year 2028, the required contribution period is increased by
12 months to the 2028 levels of 35 years (with the retirement
age of 60 years); 25 to 35 years (with the retirement age of
63 years); and 15 to 25 years (with the retirement age of
65 years) respectively.
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